Gowago is digitalizing the car buying process by introducing the first digital car leasing platform
to the market. Our solution is taking the way you get your next car to the 21st century. We have
recently closed our investment round and are looking for a full stack web developer to join our
fast growing family.
Gowago is a platform which gives an overview of the cars in the market based on the monthly
budget of the customer. Then, unlike traditional marketplaces where you have to go car by car to
request offers, we reverse this process. The customer sends out one request which we send to all
dealers in our database. On a single touchpoint, the customer gets a full overview of real offers in
the market to make sure he can make the right decision.

Full Stack Javascript Developer (80% - 100%)
We are looking for a passionate and talented full stack developer to help us build the next
generation car marketplace. We are agnostic about technology and believe in what works. On a
normal day, you might work on the following tasks:
● Implement new amazing features using the React framework
● Add new API endpoints to the Node.js backend and write complex business logic in ES6
● Brainstorm with the team on possible technical implementations of features
● Make sure that the web app is responsive, secure and highly performant
● Write microservices to implement additional data sources in your language of choice
● Enjoy the startup life, laugh a lot and have an afterwork beer with the team
The following qualities are a must:
● Eager to work in a young and dynamic team with a lot of freedom taking responsibility
● Passionate about coding and technology in general
● Dreams in JavaScript and is proficient in web technologies
● Very good knowledge in React/Redux, Node.js and MongoDB
● Implemented unit, integration and E2E tests
● Fluent English speaker
Having the following qualities helps but is not strictly necessary:
● Based in Zürich, Switzerland
● Experience in Flow, Feathers or React Saga
● Likes cars and is interested in the transportation and mobility of the future
Gowago believes in rewarding success and working with outstanding people. We are seeking
individuals that can make the difference. We are offering a competitive package, including the
chance for company equity and a long-term career opportunity in a fast growing startup.
Are you the perfect match for this role? If so, please send your CV to: h
 r@gowago.ch

